
Experiences List



Winter Experiences

SKIING & 
SNOWBOARDING

With more than 400 km of slopes
on two ski areas, Megève is a
paradise for skiers and
snowboarders of all levels of

ability. Private lessons are of
course possible with multilingual
instructors.

SNOW SHOEING

Explore the surroundings at your
space with snow shoes. Enjoy
peaceful hikes (guided or not)
through snowy landscapes and
unspoiled scenery, combined with
nature observation.

NORDIC SKIING

Experience Nordic skiing across
the sunny plateaus of Megève and
reconnect with nature while
escaping the crowd. You may hit
the 40 km of cross-country trails
or make a route of your own.
Biathlon options are also possible.

OFF PISTE SKIING / 
HELISKI

Get off the beaten tracks and ski
on some of the Alps’ most well-

preserved freeride itineraries.
Trace your own path in
immaculate powder snow and feel
the adrenaline of going downhill
on the backcountry.



Winter Experiences

SNOW BIKING

Enjoy the great white outdoors
differently, on two wheels. Enjoy
an easy and snow-friendly ride
with our electric fat bikes – a

mountain bike with oversized
tires.

BOBSLEIGH

Try an extreme and intense
experience. Guided by a
professional, you will slide on the
famous and unique Bobsleigh
track of France, in La Plagne.
Transfer by helicopter required.
Price on request.

DOG SLEDGING

Fly from the Megève altiport to
the Val d'Aoste (Italy) and
discover the joys of initiation with
a 3-hour dog sledding trip (with
the possibility of having lunch in
the mountain pastures).
Transfer by helicopter required.

Price on request.

SNOWMOBILE

Alone or accompanied, drive your
snowmobile through the ski area
of Les Saisies. Unforgettable
experience at the end of the day

or at night. A transfer between
Megève and Les Saisies is
required. Price on request



HELICOPTER 
BAPTISM

There are no better way to enjoy
the impressive Alpine landscape
than from above. Experience an
air baptism by helicopter in the

cinematic landscapes of Megève,
led by a professional pilot.

HOT AIR BALLOON

Enjoy a mesmerizing outing
onboard a majestic hot-air
balloon. Surrounded by your
beloved ones, spot the highest

summits of the Alps and let you
soothe by mountain beauty.
Privatization possible.

FLYING OVER THE 
MONT BLANC

Get an aerial perspective of the
Mont Blanc mountain range
from small airplane. At an
altitude of circa 3000m, discover
the magnificent glaciers, the
White Valley and the mythic Sea
of Ice.

Year-round Experiences

LE PALAIS

The largest sports complex in the
Alps offers you a multitude of
activities: pools, balneotherapy,
Olympic skating rink, indoor and
outdoor tennis courts, football
fields, and fitness center…

SHOPPING

Megève hosts many elegant
boutiques including successful
brands such as Hermès, Moncler,
Fusalp, Dior, Ladurée and many

independent brand stores. We
can recommend Private shopper
upon request.

LEICA EXPERIENCE

Take part in an intimate
photography retreat and discover

the flora and fauna of the French
Alps. From technique to editing,
accompanied by a Leica Academy
professional member photographer,
let your eye do the rest.



CLIMBING

From traditional climbing
routes, to via ferrata or caving,
take to the heights and surpass

yourself, whether you are a
seasoned climber or not.

HIKING

Grab your walking shoes and
enjoy a sportive day outing in

the surroundings. Numerous
walking trails will allow you to,
wander through the wild, enjoy
fresh air and enjoy the silence.

PARAGLIDING
& FREE-FALLING

Get a high charge of adrenaline
by boking a solo or duo
paraglider flights or free-fall.

Besides enjoying magical views,
you will feel the pleasure of
gliding in the air.

Summer Experiences

ELECTRIC MOUTAIN 
BIKE

Enjoy the great alpine spaces in
a different way: on two wheels.
Environmentally friendly, these
electric bicycles with oversized
wheels will offer you optimal
comfort for an unforgettable

experience.

SPEED WATERS

Canyoning, rafting, hydrospeed,
our rivers become a huge

playground for intense and fresh
sensations.

SAILING

Sail on board a century-old sailing
boat on the majestic Geneva lake.
Enjoy a unique and authentic
experience on the largest Alpine
lake.



MASSAGE

Enjoy a invigorating massages
and/or cocooning in our Spa
(winter only) or in your room on
request. Our region is also full of
renowned thermal centres, in
Saint Gervais or Chamonix.

YOGA SESSIONS

Private yoga sessions can be
arranged to enhance wellbeing
during your stay. Sunrise yoga
facing the white peaks is really
popular amongst our guests.

REINDEER FARM

Transport yourself in Finland by
visiting Domaine Le Coulairon. It

will be the occasion tox visit a
reindeer farm, feed those
endearing animals with lichen,
explore the sheepfold and taste a
delicious afternoon tea in
traditional Finnish kota.

MAGIC SHOW

Guided by an authentic magician,
children (and older) will receive
their first magic lessons and
prepare their show.

4 SEASONS SLEDGE

Board for a sensational ride on
the four seasons rail sledge, that

will please all ages. Speed changes,
jumps, accelerations, chicanes…
fun and happiness are guaranteed
while sliding down to the slopes.

Experiences for Children

On-Demand Bespoke Services

GUIDED TOURS

Accompanied by a tourist guide,
discover Annecy, Geneva or
Chamonix. During this walking

tour, you will learn about the
region, local heritage and
architecture.



LA FOLIE DOUCE

A unique concept all over the world. The restaurant La Fruitière,
welcomes you for a fine and chic lunch in front of the Mont-Blanc
before an amazing cabaret show every day from 2.30pm.
Accessible for intermediate and good skiers only.

High Altitude Restaurants

L’IDEAL 1850

A high gastronomic table with an outstanding terrace. French
cuisine with a very large selection of wine.
Accessible for non-skiers.

LE TIGRR PRINCESSE

Instead of “Woody”, still in a wonderful place with a gorgeous view
on the valley. Nice sunny terrace and easily reachable for non-
skiers. Asian fine food and a festive atmosphere.

LE CHALET FORESTIER

3rd restaurant of Emmanuel Renaut (Chef with 3 Michelin stars at
Flocons de Sel). Local and authentic cuisine in an old charming
farm.

ALPAGE DE PORREZ

Gastronomic restaurant at high altitude. Located in an old
farmhouse, the Chef will offer you an incredible and more than
refined experience. Accessible by snowmobile for dinner.

L’ALPETTE

Recently re-opened, this famous place offers a fine local cuisine.
Do not miss their large selection of pies!



LA DAME DE PIC — LE 1920

Gastronomic table with French service. Located in the Four Seasons Hotel and
run by the famous Anne-Sophie Pic. Don't miss their incredible wine cellar
(owned by the Rothschild family) where you can enjoy an unforgettable
gastronomic experience.

FLOCON DE SEL

Gastronomic restaurant with
three Michelin stars. Simply one
of the best tables of the world
managed by Chef Emmanuel
Renaut “MOF” (Best French
Chef).

NOUS

A new intimate very high level
and tailor-made concept handle

by the former Head Chef of the
Rothschild family, Julien Gatillon.
In a beautiful chalet, live a
personalized experience in a cosy
lounge with an open kitchen and
an amazing wine cellar.

LA TABLE DE L’ALPAGA

Gastronomic restaurant with two Michelin stars and directed by the chef Anthony
Bisquerra. At ’La Table de L’Alpaga’ you can expect fresh local products mixed with
French SouthWest gastronomy.

Gastronomic Restaurants



LE PRIEURÉ

This institution offers traditional
French cuisine. Specialities around
meat and risottos as well as a sublime
selection of desserts!

LE CAFÉ

Piano-Bar and refined cuisine.
Inspired by the famous restaurant Le
Café in St Tropez.

LE HIBOU BLANC

French chic bistro in a nice and
lively atmosphere. Open all-day.

Located in the main place of Megève.

In Megève – Gastronomy



LA FERME SAINT AMOUR

Festive and gastronomic restaurant located
in a beautifully renovated old farmhouse.
The famous chef Eric Fréchon signs the
menu for memorable evenings. A reference
in the whole region.

LE PIAF MEGÈVE

The new festive address in the Meztiva
district. Piano bar and chic French
cuisine in a very intimate and exclusive
atmosphere

VERDE MEGÈVE

High quality cuisine in a very festive
atmosphere! In place of the former
‘Sauvageonne’.

In Megève – Chic & Festive



LE REFUGE

The best Savoy restaurant in Megève according to us.
They provide local dishes, fresh products and an excellent wine selection in a very
charming place.

LE REFUGE DU CALVAIRE

Traditional and above all refined local cuisine. Located in an old farmhouse in the
middle of the Calvary path.

In Megève – Authentic & Local



BEEF LODGE
Meats restaurant located in the hotel Lodge
Park. Don’t miss their charming and lively
lounge bar for a nice cocktail.

KINUGAWA

Refined and very exclusive Japanese restaurant.
Located in the old Casino of Megève.

COSA PAPA

Not only an excellent restaurant with the best
pizzas in town, but also a lovely bowling to
spend good times with friends and with
children.

In Megève – World Flavours



LA TRATTORIA DE LA CAVERNE

Run by the famous French-Italian chef Simone Zanoni. Top of the range Italian
trattoria.

LE TIGRR

Refined Asian cuisine in a sublime, intimate and festive setting after 10pm. A
reference in Megève.

In Megève – Others



LA FERME DE VICTORINE

Traditional and gastronomic Savoy
restaurant with a strong familial history.
Very fine cuisine and cosy atmosphere.
Open view of the Grange where some of

their products come from.

LE TOI DU MONDE

Nice atmosphere in a charming
renovated farm. Fresh products and local

fine cuisine. Festive place with live music
on Thursdays.

LA TABLE D’ARMANTE

New gastronomic table located in a
charming village, Saint Nicolas de
Veroce.

Outside Megève - Taxi Transfer Required



LA BOUITTE

3 Michelin stars restaurant
located in Saint Martin de
Belleville, nearby Courchevel in
“Les 3 Vallées” area. Familial local
cuisine managed by the family
Meilleur. Except an amazing
gastronomic experience.

LA MAISON DES BOIS 

Another 3 Michelin star
restaurant, owned and managed
by the famous chef Marc Veyrat.

LE REFUGE
DU TORNIEUX

Live a local simple gastronomic
experience lost in the middle of
nowhere in a cosy charming farm.

LA FERME DE VONEZINS

Amazing experience in a charming local farm lost in the middle of the mountain.
Excellent food in a friendly cosy atmosphere.

LE REFUGE
DE LA TRAYE

Small, private, and absolutely
charming hamlet. High-quality
in an authentic setting.

Out of Megève – By Helicopter


